SoftSwim® B
Sanitizer
Chlorine-free

ACTIVE INGREDIENT:
Poly (iminodimidocarbonyliminomido hydrochloride) ........................................... 20.0%
OTHER INGREDIENTS: ........................................... 80.0%
TOTAL ........................................... 100.0%

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN
WARNING SEE SIDE PANEL FOR ADDITIONAL PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS

FIRST AID: If swallowed: Call a poison control center or doctor immediately for treatment advice. Have person sip a glass of water if able to swallow. Do not induce vomiting unless told to do so by a poison control center or doctor. Do not give anything by mouth to an unconscious person. If on skin or clothing: Take off contaminated clothing. Rinse skin immediately with plenty of water for 15-20 minutes. Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice. If in eyes: Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15-20 minutes. Remove contact lenses, if present, after the first 5 minutes, then continue rinsing eye. Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice. If inhaled: Move person to fresh air. If person is not breathing, call 911 or an ambulance, then give artificial respiration, preferably mouth-to-mouth if possible. Call a poison control center or doctor for further treatment advice.

Have the product container or label with you when calling a poison control center or doctor, or going for treatment.

IN CASE OF MEDICAL EMERGENCY, CALL 1-877-600-5553.

NET CONTENTS:
One Half Gallon (1.89 L)

BioGuard®
DIRECTIONS FOR USE: It is a violation of Federal Law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.

Important—SoftSwim® B Sanitizer is incompatible with chlorinating chemical products. Consult your BioGuard Dealer for information on balancing your pool water.

TREATING THE POOL:

Pools Previously Treated with Chlorinating Chemicals
Check with chlorine test kit for free and combined chlorine prior to the beginning of neutralization. To destroy chlorine, add BioGuard ChemOut® chlorine neutralizer per label directions. Filter overnight. Check with chlorine test kit. If free chlorine is detected, repeat neutralizer treatment.

Freshly Filled and Dechlorinated Pools
Start-up with SoftSwim B Sanitizer.

Note: If the pool water contains algae or is hazy, consult the problem-solving section of the SoftSwim Guide, available from your BioGuard Dealer.
- Backwash or remove clean pool filter. Check pool pH; adjust to 7.0-7.8 if necessary.
- Add SoftSwim B Sanitizer to give a contents of 50 ppm (1/2 gallon product/10,000 gallons of pool water).
- After 24 hours, check pH and SoftSwim B Sanitizer concentration with SoftSwim Test Strips and adjust if necessary.

Normal Pool Routine
- Every week, check SoftSwim B Sanitizer concentration and pH.
- Maintain SoftSwim B Sanitizer concentration at about 50 ppm. If concentration falls 10 ppm or more, add a top-up dose. The level should not be allowed to drop below 30 ppm. For example, to raise the SoftSwim B Sanitizer level 10 ppm, add 1 pint per 10,000 gallons of water. Consult the SoftSwim Guide, for calculation instructions.

NOTE: SOFTSWIM B SANITIZER AND CHLORINE ARE INCOMPATIBLE.
Refer to the SoftSwim Guide, for information on how to deal with accidental chlorination.

PROBLEM-SOLVING AND SUPPLEMENTAL POOL INFORMATION
Do not use in unpainted plaster pools previously exposed to metals which may cause staining. SoftSwim B Sanitizer is not compatible with many detergents and some supplemental algacides (such as those based on copper). If algae develop, cloudiness, or pool problems occur or additional information on water quality is desired, consult the SoftSwim Guide, available from your BioGuard Dealer.

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL

PESTICIDE STORAGE AND DISPOSAL: Store in original container and in an area inaccessible to children. Keep container closed when not in use. Protect from freezing. In case of a leak or spill, soak up with absorbent, such as sand, earth or sawdust, and shovel into waste container. Remove waste to chemical waste area, and dispose in accordance with pesticide disposal instructions. Non-refillable container. Do not reuse or refill. Securely wrap original container in several layers of newspaper and discard in trash.

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS

HAZARD TO HUMANS AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS
WARNING: Causes substantial but temporary eye injury. Harmful if swallowed or absorbed through the skin. Do not get in eyes or on clothing. Avoid contact with skin. Avoid breathing vapor or mist. Wear goggles or face shield. Wash thoroughly with soap and water after handling and before eating, drinking, and chewing gum, using tobacco or using the toilet. Remove and wash contaminated clothing before reuse. Prolonged or frequently repeated skin contact may cause allergic reactions in some individuals.

ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS: This product is toxic to fish.

EPA Reg. No. 69461-1-5185
EPA Est. No. 5185-GA-1®; 7616-CA-1®
Letter designation in lot code printed above or below on container identifies actual establishment

visit: www.bioguard.com
or call: 1-800-932-5943

SoftSwim is a trademark of The BioGuard Division, BioLab, Inc.
Contains product of France.

MANUFACTURED FOR: BIO-LAB, INC.
P.O. Box 300002, Lawrenceville, GA 30049